
Data sheet 

Domestic Loop System (DLS) Accessories 

The Ampetronic DLS is suitable for use in the home or office, wherever you might need to hear entertainment, 

communications or alarms. The amplifier can be installed in any indoor environment and used wherever you want to be. 

The Ampetronic DLS transmits sound directly to a hearing aid or receiver as safe and invisible magnetic waves. The sound 

can be received when the user is within a loop, which can be very small - as small as a single chair or sofa - or which can be 

around a room or area up to 5 x 6m or 30m2
. A larger room or area can be used if a lower signal strength is acceptable which 

will depend greatly on your hearing aids or receiver. A range of accessories is available to extend the flexibility of your 

DLS system, as shown below. 

33m Roll Wire 

Additional cables 

Additional microphones 

33 m Roll Wire 

The 33 metre Roll Wire is  perfect for laying a perimeter loop in a 

domestic location such as your home living room. The wire 

itself comes as part of the Domestic Loop System kit and is 

available to order separately, it is TRI RATED and exceptionally 

high quality. 

A loop pad designed for permanent installation under a desk or 

counter is also available on request [Part Number GE00022]. 

Telephone Adaptor Kit 

Allows use of your telephone with confidence. Connected to 

the DLS priority input, you will never miss a call. Full isolation to 

international safety standards, for operation with any network 

with excellent sound quality. To connect between telephone wall 

outlet and the telephone, or between telephone and handset. 

[Part Number for UK; ACTP02] 

[Part Number for USA/EU; ACTP01] 

Additional Cables 

Replacement or additional cables for connection of audio feeds to 

the DLS amplifier, for connecting to: 

■ Twin phono (RCA) for hifi, TV, video etc. [Part Number HC20002]

■ Minijack for mini audio systems, ipods, computers

[Part Number GE00009]

■SCART for connection to TV system [Part Number GA00002]

Additional Microphones 

Replacement or additional microphone for mounting with sticky pad 

or clip (provided) onto any surface. Omi-directional capsule. 

Black, provided with 3m cable. [Part Number GC00005]. 

Alternative microphones are also available on request, including 

a desktop microphone [Part Number   ACDTMIC] and a high quality 

boundary microphone [Part Number ACBMIC]. 
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